
Challenges
As a way to promote and power their 
inbound marketing campaigns such as 
content, paid ads, emails, and web design, 
social media is an extremely important 
element of Startegic-IC’s service offerings. 

In the past, Strategic-IC’s clients used a 
variety of social media management tools 
that limited their ability to organize and scale 
their services while also limiting the features 
they could offer clients. The company found 
other solutions that were too complicated 
and didn’t equip them with the right toolset 
– such as handling all of their clients’ social 
media content creation, management, and 
reporting. 

Solutions
Strategic-IC chose Oktopost because 
the platform’s focus on B2B social media 
marketing made it ideal for their clients. 
The ability to create campaigns based on 
different marketing services they offered, 
allowed them to create templates which 
could then be tailored to their client’s 
specific needs. 

HubSpot Integration 
As a HubSpot Gold Partner, many of SIC's 
clients used HubSpot to manage their 
content, but needed additional functionality 
for social media. Oktopost’s HubSpot 
integration made it easy for them to offer 
their clients advanced scheduling and 
reporting features to boost their social 
engagement. 

Content Curation 
To simplify the posting of valuable, curated 
content for their clients, SIC relied on 
Oktopost’s content curation features. 
They used the Feedly integration to easily 
discover and share content, and the 
Startafire integration to brand the curated 
content. Before Oktopost, 75% of their 
online presence was made up of branded 
content, whereas now it’s made up of 
curated content. 

Employee Advocacy
One of the things that drew them to 
Oktopost was the Employee Advocacy 
Board. By incentivizing participation, 

SIC was able to get all staff members 
actively using the board. Now, 78% of their 
engagement comes from advocacy.

Results 
Strategic is now able to leverage social 
media campaigns in a much more integrated 
and data-driven way than ever before. 
Across all their campaigns, they have 
averaged a 61% click-through rate on 
social impressions. Their clients have also 
benefited greatly from the more templated 
and organized approach to social. One of 
their clients has seen social traffic increased 
148% MoM due to inbound campaign 
posting across their social channels.

Startegic-IC Average a 61% Click-Through 
Rate Across All Campaigns

Strategic-IC needed a social media marketing tool that caters for their B2B clients. 
Using Oktopost, they can efficiently segment and report multi-channel social 
media marketing campaigns for each of their clients. Across all of their campaigns:
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